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SHARKS. EVERYWHERE. SO MUCH BLOOD . . .Three years earlier when former Navy SEAL

Briggs Denton had a vacation fling with a hottie Turks and Caicos shop owner, he never

dreamed they'd meet again--only not as a couple, but targets.Her desperate call for help leads

him into troubled tropical waters swarming with man-eating beasts and gun-toting modern-day

pirates. A dark family secret could lead to untold riches or their watery graves. Will Briggs keep

them alive long enough to discover who wants them dead?

**************************************SEAL Team: DisavowedTo become a United States Navy

SEAL, a man must be physically forged in steel and able to mentally compute life or death

situations with laser accuracy and speed. Our country trusts these men with the most sensitive

military operations—many so covert that once they are successfully completed, they are never

spoken of again.This series celebrates one particularly fierce band of brothers who valiantly

battled terrorists whose crimes against nature and humanity were far too great to chance

escape. On a dark night, on foreign soil, SEAL Team Alpha witnessed acts so unspeakably

cruel against women, infants and small children that their consciences would not allow

anything other than their own brand of justice for the scum terrorist cell.A trial would have been

too good for these pigs, and so, one-by-one they were taken out, and the women and children

they’d used were freed. By dawn, an entire region breathed easier. The men of Alpha found

themselves heroes to those whose lives they had saved, but virtual criminals in the eyes of the

organization they served. After a lengthy investigation, their elite, covert team was formally

disbanded.They now spend their lives deep undercover, still serving—no longer their country,

but individuals who find themselves in need of not only their own personal warrior, but a

particular brand of justice.While honorably discharged, these men and their actions will forever

be disavowed . . .Other titles in this series:ROGUE--Available now!OUTCAST--Available now!

SHUNNED--Available now!EXILED--Available now!RENEGADE—Available for preorder!

FORSAKEN--Available for preorder!

From Library JournalThe Culture's greatest game player travels to the Empire of Azad to

participate in a complex competition that could settle the fates of two civilizations. Theauthor of

Consider Phlebas vividlyportrays an empire ruled by arcane conventions and sophisticated

brutality in an ambitious novel of gamesmanship and intrigue. Supple prose and subtle

manipulations of plot produce a thought-provoking story which is highly recommended.--

JCCopyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.ReviewAll [Banks'] books are lively and entertaining. They are

laced with a wry humour, fascinating characters, and inspired plots. The Player of Games, I am

pleased to say is no exception.-- "Starburst (Manchester)"Few of us have been exposed to a

talent so manifest and of such extraordinary breadth.-- "New York Review of Science Fiction"In

The Player of Games, Iain M. Banks presents a distant future that could almost be called the

end of history...Thoughtful science fiction readers will appreciate the cultural comparisons, and

fans of big ideas and action will also be rewarded.-- ", editorial review"Poetic, humorous,

baffling, terrifying, sexy-the books of Iain M. Banks are all these things and more.--

"NME"Theauthor of Consider Phlebas vividly portrays an empire ruled by arcane conventions

and sophisticated brutality in an ambitious novel of gamesmanship and intrigue. Supple prose

and subtle manipulations of plot produce a thought-provoking story which is highly



recommended.-- "Library Journal" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.In The Player of

Games, Iain M. Banks presents a distant future that could almost be called the end of history.

Humanity has filled the galaxy, and thanks to ultra-high technology everyone has everything

they want, no one gets sick, and no one dies. It's a playground society of sports, stellar cruises,

parties, and festivals. Jernau Gurgeh, a famed master game player, is looking for something

more and finds it when he's invited to a game tournament at a small alien empire. Abruptly

Banks veers into different territory. The Empire of Azad is exotic, sensual, and vibrant. It has

space battle cruisers, a glowing court--all the stuff of good old science fiction--which appears

old-fashioned in contrast to Gurgeh's home. At first it's a relief, but further exploration reveals

the empire to be depraved and terrifically unjust. Its defects are gross exaggerations of our

own, yet they indict us all the same. Clearly Banks is interested in the idea of a future where

everyone can be mature and happy. Yet it's interesting to note that in order to give us this

compelling adventure story, he has to return to a more traditional setting. Thoughtful science

fiction readers will appreciate the cultural comparisons, and fans of big ideas and action will

also be rewarded. --Brooks Peck --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About

the AuthorIain Banks (1954-2013) was a Scottish author considered one of the most powerful,

innovative, and exciting writers of his generation. He wrote mainstream fiction under the name

Iain Banks and science fiction as Iain M. Banks. Following the publication and success of The

Wasp Factory in 1984, he began to write full time. His first science fiction book, Consider

Phlebas, was released in 1987, marking the start of the popular Culture series. His books have

been adapted for theater, radio, and television. In honor of his science fiction work, an asteroid

was named for him in 2013, and asteroid (5099) Iainbanks now resides in the main asteroid

belt of the Sol system.Peter Kenny, an AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator, is a

talented and experienced actor, voice-over artist, singer, musician, and designer, with over

twenty-five years of experience working in theater, film, television, and audio. He has achieved

great critical acclaim for multicharacter recordings of audiobooks by authors such as Iain

Banks, Christopher Priest, and Edmund St Aubyn.--This text refers to the audioCD

edition.Read more
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SixLaura Marie AltomSEAL Team: DisavowedTo become a United States Navy SEAL, a man

must be physically forged in steel and able to mentally compute life or death situations with

laser accuracy and speed. Our country trusts these men with the most sensitive military

operations—many so covert that once they are successfully completed, they are never spoken

of again.This series celebrates one particularly fierce band of brothers who valiantly battled

terrorists whose crimes against nature and humanity were far too great to chance escape. On

a dark night, on foreign soil, SEAL Team Alpha witnessed acts so unspeakably cruel against

women, infants and small children that their consciences would not allow anything other than

their own brand of justice for the scum terrorist cell.A trial would have been too good for these

pigs, and so, one-by-one they were taken out, and the women and children they’d used were

freed. By dawn, an entire region breathed easier. The men of Alpha found themselves heroes

to those whose lives they had saved, but virtual criminals in the eyes of the organization they

served. After a lengthy investigation, their elite, covert team was formally disbanded.They now

spend their lives deep undercover, still serving—no longer their country, but individuals who

find themselves in need of not only their own personal warrior, but a particular brand of

justice.While honorably discharged, these men and their actions will forever be

disavowed . . .SEAL Team: Disavowed series, Book 1, Book 2, Book 3, Book 4, Book 5, Book

6Scorned, Book 71Three weeks ago. Two nautical miles east of Little Palm Cay, Turks &

Caicos.SHARKS. EVERYWHERE. SO much blood…India Fanning released air from her

buoyancy regulator, descending to the North Atlantic’s sandy bottom to a depth of twenty-two

feet. With her back against a coral tower, she waved to her cousin, Turtle—nicknamed because

he spent more time beneath the turquoise waters surrounding their island home than in their

family gift shop where they were both due to start the evening shift in thirty minutes. A cruise

ship was in port, which meant hundreds of rushed T-shirt buyers.From her vantage, gazing up

through crystal clear turquoise water, she clearly made out the feeding frenzy’s cause. The

crew of a forty-foot fishing trawler had tossed bucket after bucket of chum over the hull. The

blood served as a shark dinner bell, calling them in by the dozens. Black and gray-tip reefs, a

lemon, even a couple bull. A hammerhead hung back at a cautious distance.She considered

herself an experienced diver. Not much rattled her. But this . . .Forcing her breathing to slow

she checked her dive computer’s air gauge. Thirteen minutes remained. From her current

location, the surface was only a minute swim. Piece of cake—except for navigating through the

undulating mass of black-eyed monsters snapping their jaws with enough force for the chilling

sound to carry through the water.What was wrong with those chumming assholes? The diver

down flag bobbing on its blaze-orange buoy was visible a mere ten feet from Turtle’s boat.Pulse

racing, she waved again at her cousin who seemed oblivious to anything but his new toy. He’d

been saving for months for an underwater metal detector and in the week since its arrival,

they’d put in more dive time than they had in the last few years combined. The Turks and

Caicos were famous for shipwrecks and Turtle was determined to do his part for their family

tradition by making his fortune with gold doubloons and tourist dollars.The more chum hit the

water, the more frenzied the sharks grew. Foul-tempered, competing with much nipping and

thrashing at assorted fish heads and tails and bony remains left after filleting. Smaller sharks

had begun feeding on the scraps sinking to the sandy bottom.Heart pounding, when a three-

foot gray turned to her, India slammed his nose with the heel of her hand.Thankfully, he got the



hint and swerved right.India followed the coral wall where it joined with another in the shape of

a Y. The spot was a family favorite for not only its abundance of colorful coral and fish, but

because of the unmistakable shape that made for an easily seen rendezvous point. As

children, she and Turtle used to play treasure hunters in the nearly impossible to see coral

cavern on the opposite side.A particularly nasty barrel-chested bull shark rammed the hull of

Turtle’s prized Sea Ray. The thump’s concussive force against the fiberglass hull of his twenty-

six-foot baby was at least enough to have gotten her cousin’s attention—but not in a good way.

Instead of descending from the threat, the notorious hardhead showed his fury with the shark

and chumming bastards by wildly swinging his detector’s wand, clearing a path for him to reach

the surface.Turtle, no!India’s chest ached from the effort of rapid-fire inhalations through her

regulator. Air bubbles surrounded her, impeding her view. There was so much blood. What was

happening?A masculine cry of terror spiraled through the water like a bullet, piercing India’s

soul.She wanted to look away, but couldn’t.Time froze.Sunbeams sliced through the horror of

Turtle’s shredded body parts—his left foot, right arm—sinking only to be snapped between

scissoring jaws.India threw-up into her regulator, then switched to her back-up.By the time

she’d composed herself enough to force her breathing to slow, her dive computer beeped a low

air warning. With her current location a few good kicks from the surface, finding air wasn’t as

big of a problem as forcing herself to actually move. Despite balmy water, her limbs felt frozen.

Incapable of the slightest shift.The beeping grew frantic.Overhead, fewer sharks circled, but the

fishing vessel remained. Someone aboard turned on music. Reggae celebrated her cousin’s

death. Something besides blood was tossed overboard. Plop. Muted laughter sank to her depth

along with an empty beer bottle—Kalik.The boats name? Pearl. She couldn’t make out the port

of origin. Though she didn’t recognize the trawler, if it was from one of the other islands, it

shouldn’t be hard to find.Surely the men had witnessed Turtle die. Why hadn’t they been on the

radio? Calling for help? Realization dawned, but her panicked, grief-stricken mind had grown

as sluggish as her body. Could she take this a step further and assume the men knew Turtle?

Wanted him to die? Had they followed him from the marina? If so, they knew she was down

here.They weren’t fishermen, but monsters. What could Turtle have possibly done to deserve

such a horrific end? Were they hanging around to ensure she also died?Terror constricted her

throat, cramping her already leaden limbs. Her heart pounded in tandem with the dive

computer’s urgent warning.If she didn’t act fast, she would die down here.Her baby’s warm

brown eyes and adorable grin flashed before her. Her mom and dad’s gentle strength and

unconditional love. Her grandparents. Aunts and uncles. She didn’t want to die. There was still

so much left to do. Raise Bridgette, her twelve-month-old daughter. Expand the family shop.

Maybe college? Find love. Welcome more children into her beautiful world. Snapshots flipped

through her head, faster and faster until the images were no longer recognizable beyond

shock’s kaleidoscopic blur.What little air remained in her tank tasted thin and stale.Move! her

mind screamed.Her eyes could only focus on a scrap of Turtle’s tropical-print swim

trunks.Think of Bridgette! Moooove!India wanted to. Planned to. Very soon. When the men and

sharks left.But when her lungs next reached for air . . .There was none.2CALM DOWN. FOR

Bridgette’s sake, get a grip.From hold-your-breath contests she and Turtle had played as small

children, India knew she couldn’t have more than sixty seconds before her aching lungs

rebelled. But if she burst up to the surface, those murderers would turn their attention to her.

With her gone, no one would be left to seek justice for her cousin’s death. No matter what, she

couldn’t let that happen.Now that the chum had cleared, so had most of the bigger sharks.

Juveniles still swarmed the sandy bottom, but she eyed Turtle’s air tank and regulator a mere

ten yards away. The equipment looked pristine. As if its user had vanished—not literally been



eaten away.Like painfully loud rock concert bass, her pulse thundered in her ears.Out of time,

she had to go—now.After unclipping her buoyancy vest, she shrugged free of her useless gear,

then burst from her safe spot against the coral into the frenzied sharks. Her sudden movement

startled them, clearing her path to Turtle’s gear.Almost there, her lungs burned. Her vision

blurred and then blackened.She fumbled for the regulator, inching her fingers down the rubber

hose before reaching either the primary regulator or octopus. Didn’t matter. She felt for the

business-end, then shoved it into her mouth. Muscle memory told her to blow out the water,

then breathe.The air came choppy at first, with an uncomfortable chugging. But then her

breathing slowed and steadied.In his death, Turtle had given her life.She dragged the gear

behind the coral wall, then performed the emotionally crushing task of resizing her cousin’s

vest to fit her smaller form. It was still loose, but fit well enough for her to start the two-mile

swim to shore. Having spent her entire life diving the area, she knew enough underwater

landmarks to put a safe distance between her and the murderers’ boat.Once she was far

enough away from them to surface without being seen, she flopped onto her back, conserving

the air in the tank. The fins made for an easy swim. What wouldn’t be easy?Telling her family

that Turtle was dead.Now…India chose a corner table at The Tipsy Crab, a local breakfast

hotspot on Little Palm Cay. They specialized in rum-flavored everything. Pancakes, waffles,

muffins and coffees. At the moment, her stomach was so knotted with grief for Turtle, now

laced with apprehension over this unexpected—unwanted, yet much needed—reunion with her

former flame, that she couldn’t imagine eating. She didn’t know what to do with her hands. The

especially tricky part would be keeping him from her baby—their baby.When he’d left nineteen

months earlier, he’d made it clear that his security career was his world.Then non-stop nausea

sent her to the island’s clinic, and she’d discovered he’d left a part of himself forever with her.

India had tried calling to tell him he would soon be a father, but their conversations typically

centered around his latest job, and how psyched he was. The last thing she or her daughter

needed was for him to return out of a sense of obligation.Her big sister, Meghan, had gone that

route. Upon losing her newborn to pneumonia, her husband had asked for a divorce. Meghan

had overdosed on Xanax.The trauma had nearly destroyed their mother.India would rather

raise her daughter on her own than risk putting her family through more pain. Meghan’s and

now Turtle’s deaths had been tough enough—not that India would ever consider taking her

own life. But there could be ugly custody battles. Was she being fair to Briggs? Maybe not?On

the flip side, he’d flat out said on multiple occasions he had no plans for a wife or children.In

keeping Bridgette from him, she was doing him a favor.Right. If you tell yourself that enough,

maybe you’ll believe it. The man deserves to know.“Just you?” Frenchie frowned. “I was hoping

to get a squeeze from your adorable baby girl.” Everyone’s favorite waitress and a close family

friend, Frenchie weighed at least three hundred pounds and had every man on the island

wrapped around her finger. The African American’s bright white smile, bountiful bosom and

flirty personality had made her obscenely wealthy from gratuities—not that it mattered as she

was Tipsy’s half-owner with her longtime husband, Roger.“Mom’s showing off Bridgette at her

gardening club meeting. I will have three more joining me, though.” India fidgeted with the

napkin rolled around the silverware.“That’s a party. Why so glum? Still thinking about

Turtle?”India nodded. “Hard not to. I see him everywhere I go. How many times did we share

the breakfast special at this very table?”Frenchie knelt for a sideways hug. “We all loved him.

Bring me your favorite photo and we’ll hang it over the bar.”“Thanks.”Three lost-looking tourists

wandered into the open-air space with its palm-thatched roof and tile floor. A pretty, petite

blonde danced to the reggae piped in over Roger’s new Bluetooth speakers.India’s pulse took

off on a runaway gallop.Frenchie whistled. “You failed to mention one of your guests was



him.”India didn’t try pretending her friend’s disdain was unwarranted. Having grown up in a

tourist town, she’d been taught from a very young age that tourists are a fun way to earn a

living. Make friends—even lifelong friends. But never, ever trust one with your heart. Then she’d

met Briggs—a former Navy SEAL with the body of a god, the mouth of a flirty sailor, and the

dizzyingly, mind-altering sexual prowess of a—she gulped to see him heading her way. Why, of

all people, had she turned to him for help?Because out of all the men I’ve ever known, he’s the

only one I instinctively know is capable of getting the job done—of finding Turtle’s killers and

seeing that my cousin gets the justice he deserves.All she had to do was keep him away from

Bridgette while he solved the crime.“India. Long time, no see.” He occupied the seat beside

her, leaning in to kiss her cheek. The old electricity was unfortunately still there.Fighting back a

shiver, she cursed the distraction.“Hmph.” Frenchie smacked the back of his head with a

laminated menu. “You’re not welcome here.”“You’re killing me, Frenchie.” Briggs clutched his

chest before wielding his damned dimples in conjunction with his patented sexy-slow grin. “I’m

starving. Please don’t deny me your rum-banana pancake perfection.”“Don’t tempt me. I know

where my husband keeps the rat poison.” Turning her smile to the man and woman who’d

joined him at the table, she introduced herself, handed them menus, then said. “You two are

allowed to order. He is not.” She pointed to Briggs before huffing off.“Ouch.” Briggs shook his

head.“Don’t take it too personally,” India said. “She does the same with all my exes.”“You two

were an item?” The blonde held out her hand for India to shake. “I’m Delilah Crow. We’re

staying on Starfish Cove for our wedding and honeymoon.”“Congratulations,” India said,

squelching the jealousy that cropped up each time she met a newlywed. Would Bridgette ever

have a daddy? Would India ever be a wife to a man she adored who felt the same love for her?

With Briggs, she’d dared to hope. Boy, had that been an epic fail. Most men her age left the

island for better opportunities. She couldn’t blame them. If it hadn’t been for her family’s

souvenir shop, she might have also been forced off-island. Her father worked so hard to ensure

the entire family never had to worry. “I’m happy for you.”
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Carolyn, “Briggs and India. This is and exciting, suspenseful book with a tropical flair. Briggs

Denton went on vacation 19 months ago in Turks and Caico and found a beautiful red headed

woman named India. He left her because he never wanted a wife or children. When India’s

cousin is murdered before her eyes and she survives several “accidents” she gives Briggs a

call for help. She fails to tell him he has a baby girl. Things get hairy and the fight to stay alive

is on. Get your sunscreen, shades and a ham sandwich (Briggs fav) and dive into this one.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent!. I am truly amazed at this series! Each story is unique and yet

interwoven with the characters of the previous books. You get to know and care about each

couple and their story. Wonderful! ”

Bonita Thomas, “Great strories by Laura Marie Altom... I have read every Disavowed book

through book 6 and was captivated by the author's writing abilities. Very suspenseful and

entertaining. I feeling I personally know every SEAL brother. I would highly recommend this

romance to all who enjoy a rescue theme.”

Book Goddess, “Fast Paced, Action Packed Novella. When India Fanning finds herself in

trouble, she risks exposing her own secrets to call on an old flame, ex-SEAL Briggs Denton for

help. Forsaken (SEAL Team: Disavowed Book 6) by Laura Marie Altom is a well written, fast

paced novella packed with punches you won't see coming.”

traci kelley, “Vhhg. Yuuijj”

Sun kissed, “Forsaken. I rated this book at 5 because I loved it Isle of the storyline I would

recommend it to anyone who enjoy suspense love and the description of hot men”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved and enjoy the book. Loved and enjoy the book. It have strong men

and stronger women. No way you get tire of her books.”

The book by Laura Marie Altom has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 59 people have provided feedback.
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